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Using SambaO'Reilly, 2007
Samba, the Server Message Block (SMB) server software that makes it relatively easy to integrate Unix or Linux servers into networks of Microsoft Windows workstations, has to date been mostly explained as an afterthought. Most often, it's appeared in the latter chapters of books about Linux. It deserves better, and the authors of Using...
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Pro ASP.NET Web API Security: Securing ASP.NET Web APIApress, 2013

	ASP.NET Web API is a key part of ASP.NET MVC 4 and the platform of choice for building RESTful services that can be accessed by a wide range of devices. Everything from JavaScript libraries to RIA plugins, RFID readers to smart phones can consume your services using platform-agnostic HTTP.

	

	With such wide accessibility,...
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Mastering Apple AperturePackt Publishing, 2013

	Apple Aperture is one of the leading photo editing software packages available in today’s market. It provides you with all the tools to organize, browse, and perfect your images, so you can make every shot your best shot.


	Mastering Apple Aperture aims to teach you the skills and knowledge necessary to become a master of the...
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Developing with Google+O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Would you like to integrate Google+ with an existing website, or build your own social application on the platform? Developing with Google+ takes you on a tour of the Google+ APIs, with lots of concrete examples and hands-on projects. You’ll learn how to take advantage of Google+ social plug-ins, communicate...
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Socket.IO Real-time Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Build modern real-time web applications powered by Socket.IO


	Overview

	
		Understand the usage of various socket.io features like rooms, namespaces, and sessions.
	
		Secure the socket.io communication.
	
		Deploy and scale your socket.io and Node.js applications in production.

...
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Mastering Kubernetes: Large scale container deployment and managementPackt Publishing, 2017

	Master the art of container management utilizing the power of Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		This practical guide demystifies Kubernetes and ensures that your clusters are always available, scalable, and up to date
	
		Discover new features such as autoscaling, rolling updates, resource quotas,...
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Practical CakePHP Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2008
If you’ve been using PHP for sometime now and would like to start using a web framework, you’ll want to try CakePHP, which is an open source rapid development web framework built on PHP.
 PHP experts Kai Chan and John Omokore guide you through a variety of practical CakePHP applications. You will...
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Image Processing with ImageJPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the incredible possibilities of ImageJ, from basic image processing to macro and plugin development


	Overview

	
		Learn how to process digital images using ImageJ and deal with a variety of formats and dimensions, including 4D images
	
		Understand what histograms, region of interest, or...
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Mastering ElasticSearchPackt Publishing, 2013

	Extend your knowledge on ElasticSearch, and querying and data handling, along with its internal workings


	Overview

	
		Learn about Apache Lucene and ElasticSearch design and architecture to fully understand how this great search engine works
	
		Design, configure, and distribute your index, coupled...
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PhoneGap 3 Beginner's Guide - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create, develop, debug, and deploy your very own mobile applications with PhoneGap


	About This Book

	
		Build hybrid mobile applications with PhoneGap/Cordova using HTML, CSS and JavaScript
	
		Optimize and increase the performance of you applications with Phonegap/Cordova plugins
	
		A...
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LLVM Techniques, Tips, and Best Practices Clang and Middle-End Libraries: Design powerful and reliable compilers using the latest libraries and tools from LLVMPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Learn how you can build the next big programming language, compiler, or source code analyzer using LLVM and Clang

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore Clang, LLVM's middle-end and backend, in a pragmatic way
	
			Develop your LLVM skillset and get to grips with a variety of common use...
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Inkscape Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Learning to use Inkscape, an exciting open-source vector graphics program, broadens your software toolkit as a graphic designer. Using practical, real-world examples, you'll learn everything about the software and its capabilities so you'll be able to design anything from logos to websites.


	Inkscape Beginner's Guide is...
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